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Plate 1. MISSOURI - A Modern Garden Pogoniris

MISSOURI . Grinter 1933
•
I have remembered when the winter came,
High in my chamber in the frosty nights,
How in the shimmering noon of summer past
Some unrecorded beam slanted across
The upland pastures where the Johnswort grewj
Or heard, amid the verdure of my mind,
The bee's long smothered hum, on the Blue Flag
Loitering amidst the mead»
Thoreau : Winter
1.
Introduction
Among the more intriguing questions in biology are ever those con-
cerned with phylogeny. In the past answers have been attempted but, since
they were almost entirely based on the observations of distribution and
structure, none were wholly satisfying. Recently workers have been enabled
to approach such problems more scientifically by the fuller understanding
of genetics and improved cytological techniques. Ecological investigations
have also contributed to a growing comprehension of evolution. Nevertheless,
the problems are so complex and intricate that when all the available evi-
dence is considered many phases will still remain unsolved* Today the work
is truly just beginning. Therefore, it seems of value to review in some
detail what is known and what has been suggested about the relationships in
the genus Iris L. This genus is particularly suitable because it has a cul-
tural significance merging with our prehistoric past; it has had the atten-
tion of botanical minds ever since the conception of scientific thought and,
perhaps most important of all, it is a large genus with a dozen very distinct
sections which immediately stimulate inquiries concerning interrelationships
Accordingly, it is the purpose of this paper to establish, insofar as possi-
ble from a review of the pertinent literature, the evolutionary relation-
ships in the genus Iris.

2.
>
The Iridaceae
Botanically the Iris family is most closely allied to the Amaryllis
(Amaryllidaceae) family* The chief difference is that members of the Irida-
ceae have three stamens while amaryllidaceous plants have six. Both be-
long to the to the order Liliales and are, consequently, related to the
Liliaceae (55 -page 15) • All three families have contributed several genera
of herbaceous flowering plants which greatly enrich the gardens of temperate
regions. These monocotyledonous plants share the common characteristic of
having a colorful perianth usually composed of three petals and three petal-
oid sepals alternating with them. To the Iridaceae alone belong such popula
genera as Crocus, Freesia, Gladiolus, and Tigridia. It also includes a
rather common house plant called the Twelve Apostles which belongs to the
genus Marica of Tropical America and a small indigenous plant known to us
as Blue-eyed Grass of the genus Sisyrinchium.
Iris and Sisyrinchium are among the few genera in the family that are
well represented in the Northern Hemisphere. Many genera are native to the
Cape of Good Hope and to South America, centers of Irid distribution, a few
to Australia, and Belamcanda to China. Since the Iridaceae are primarily of
south temperate distribution, it is of especial interest to note that the
more northern genus Iris is also the genus of widest range. It is repre-
sented by about one hundred and sixty species in the north temperate zone.
The Genus Iris
The genus belongs to the tribe Moreae which is characterized by stalked
flowers whose outer perianth segments are opposite the style branches and
the stamens (7 -page ix). It is separated by a three-celled ovary from
Hermodactylus Salisb. whose ovary is one-celled (7 -page ix). With this
distinction both Foster and Dykes disagree. The former notes: "It was sepa-
p

rated by Salisbury as a distinct genus, with the name just given, because
the ovary is not, as in Iris , divided completely into three chambers by
septa or partitions meeting in the middle along the whole length of the or-
gan; the partitions are imperfect, not meeting in the upper part of the ova-
ry, which thus consists of a single chamber, partly divided by the project-
ing partitions. Otherwise all the characters of the plant are those of an
Iris ; and, 3ince the lack of complete fusion of the partitions of the ovary
may occur accidentally in many specimens of Iris , it seems unreasonable to
lay such great stress on this feature." (22 -page 28). And Dykes makes the
following comment] " Hermodactylus tuber osus is separated by botanists from
the Irises on the ground that the ovary is not separated into three compart-
ments, though they apparently overlook the fact that in Iris pumila the sepa-
ration is not complete right down to the base of the ovary. In this species
and only in this species, so far as we know, the dividing membrane separates
about half way from the top, so that the three compartments of the ripe seed
capsule of the true I. pumila open into each other." (19 -page 6). Foster
also points out the remarkable similarity between the leaf of Hermodactylus
and the leaf of Iris reticulata and the fact that it has partially united
filaments as in Iris sisyrinchium (22 -page 29). Dykes, in addition, states
that it is the only plant whose seed might be mistaken for seed of Iris re-
ticulata (19 -page 5)« These unusual features are suggestive of rather close
relationship.
Comparable resemblances are also to be seen between I. sisyrinchium and
the Moraeas. Iris perianth segments are always united at their bases to
form more or less of a tube whereas in Moraea they are separately inserted
on the inferior ovary (19 -page 4). Furthermore, Iris may have a rhizome
(stout or fibrous) or a bulbous base. In this respect Hermodactylus shows
•
a marked similarity to another type of Iris , those of the Nepalenses section
whose fleshy roots with their small crovm bud even more closely resemble
Hemerocallis ( Amaryllidaceae ) roots (19 -page 7, plates 3-4). Only Iris
sisyrinchium L. (Plate 3) ha-3 a com, typical of Moraeas (19 -page 4),
vrhich it also resembles in having fugitive flowers with somewhat monodel-
phous stamens (22 -page 3)« However, this species has a definite perianth
tube and is, therefore, placed in the genus Iris * In the three genera men-
tioned ( Iris , Hermodactylus , and Moraea) the inner perianth segments are not
convolute as they are in the three closely related genera of Tropical Ameri-
ca: Marica
,
Cypella , and Trimezia. The six genera above have crested style
branches overtopping the anthers and transverse stigmas whereas other
members of the tribe have terminal stigmas on styles that do not overtop
the anthers (7 -page ix).
The distinctive features of the genus Iris L. are these: Perianth
tube long, short - or nearly obsolete in I. xiphium (19 -page 66); segments
of the two rows more or less dissimilar in shape and size, the three outer
(falls - i.e., sepals) obovate-cuneate, reflexing in the expanded flower;
the three inner (standards - i.e., petals) distinctly unguiculate, usually
erect* Stamens inserted at the base of the outer segments of the perianth
opposite the petaloid styles; filaments short; anthers linear, basifixed.
Ovary three-celled; ovules many in a cell; style branches petaloid, with a
terminal, transverse stigma and two deltoid petaloid crests. Capsule oblong
trigonal or hexagonal. Seeds globose. Rootstock creeping or bulbous.
Leaves distichous, linear or ensiform. Flov/ers very various in color, one
or few in a head; outer spathe valves large, ovate, herbaceous or membranous
(7 -page xiii). Despite these generalized botanical specifications the ge-
nus is characterized by a most remarkable variation in form.

Historical Consideration of Irises
Before the time of recorded history Iris , we know, had attracted men
in several of the early centers of settled habitation. The flower was used
on a bas-relief made about 1500 B.C. in Egypt during the reign of Thotmes
III. (52 -page 9) where the flower was used in soil fertility rites (44 -page
50). Among the Biblical references to lilies there are two that are believed
to indicate Irises. Ecclesiaste3 (1:8) mentions "lilies by the rivers of
waters" which interpreters consider to mean Iris palestina Boiss. In the
Song of Solomon (2:1) is found "I am the rose of Sharon and the lily of the
valleys." Here "lily" probably refers to the Irise3 (such as I. albicans
and I. cypriana), though it may be a more general usage of the term including
Anemone coronaria L. also. It is now the concensus of opinion that Christ
meant this colorful Poppy Anemone when he said (Matthew 6:28) "Consider the
lilies." Mohammedan soldiers carried I. albicans with them and planted it
on the graves of their dead all about southern Europe from Asia Minor to
Spain where it still grows abundantly, though the Moors themselves were
driven out before 750 A.D. (54 -page 7)» So great was its significance to
the Greeks that they named it after the rainbow - the Messenger of the Gods
(80 -page 17). Theophrastus, about J>00 B.C., favorite pupil of Aristotle,
stated that Iris grew better about the Adriatic and were more aromatic than
those from colder regions (54 -page 9)» Not only were the Egyptians, Hebrews
Greeks, and Mohammedans great admirers of the Iris, but in distant Korea the
plant was called Servant of the Rainbow (44 -page 51) > which reminds us of
its Greek name. Pliny, about 70 B.C., believed scents had great medicinal
value and recommended the fragrance of Iri3 as a cure for forty-two ailments
(52 -page 9)» The Codex of Dioscorides mentions Iris in the early sixth
century as the source of a drug to remove freckles (80 -page 21).
5.
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Irises figured as art motifs on Persian ceramics, French tapestries, and
Japanese bronzes and wood carvings (39 -page 4). A consideration of this
widespread interest of man in Irises is stimulating and it is not entirely
without anticipation that we learn of its ancient and modern symbolism.
We read of the ancient origin of three parted symbols in the East
where they are associated with Serpent V/or ship* In ancient Rome the goddess
of Hope is often depicted with such a symbol, and it was also used to
indicate the authority of the Curule Aediles. Clovis I. (about ^00 A.D.)
of France may have taken this as a symbol of his victory over the Roman
legions (44). But, as so often happens, a borrowed object becomes associ-
ated popularly with a native plant, and, by the time of Louis I. (about
800 A.D.) the Roman "sprouts" were forgotten and Iris pseudacorus became
the Fleur de Louis, known to us as Fleur-de-lis. This name shows how easi-
ly changes are made and how misleading they may be. Some believe it was
derived from Fleur-de-Lys, the popular name of the golden flag on the banks
of the French River Lys. Others carry it back to Louis I., Charles V.,
(about 1570 A.D.), known as Charles the Wise, established three golden
lilies on a field of blue as the royal coat of arms (^4 -page 9)« About
1450 Jeanne d'Arc (59 -page 4) carried the lilies of France on a white
field and won inspired victories.
Legends have nearly obscured the simple reason for planting Irises
along the ridges of roofs in Japan. There, it is said, the custom was
established by women in a year of great famine when all ground suitable
was needed for food plants. They used the dried rhizomes of Iris tectorum
for a face powder and when forbidden to grow them in the garden planted them
on their thatched roofs (80 -page 18). In Hungary it is still done by
peasants "to keep off lightening" (44 -page 52), surely a message to the

gods of old. The French of Normandy do likewise but with I. florentina
(80 -page 18) and have no explanation. Pogon types are used in these
European countries where they are also often seen on brick and tile walls.
The custom is explained simply by the fact that the Iris roots proved ef-
ficient thatch binders, and the legends gradually developed long after the
practice was established.
Florence, Italy made the Iris its official emblem in 1272 and issued
gold coins with an elaborate Iris motif on the reverse. Thus they acknowl-
edged the importance of their orris root trade (44 -page 45).
When the Spanish conquerors came to Mexico they brought with them
Iris albicans which they had received from the Moors, and today it is found
as an escape near the Sierra Madres (56 -page 20). With these items from
the past we should consider the works of herbalists and their engaging
contributions to our knowledge.
Early in the sixteenth century the Duke of Somerset recommended a
broth of Iris "sodden wyth wyne" as a mouth wash (80 -page 21). In 1576
Carolus Clusius published descriptions of nine species and followed it with
notes on twenty-eight Tall Bearded varieties in 1601, remarking that "a
long experience has taught me that Irises grown from seed vary in a wonderful
way" (80 -page 21). Thus he is the first recorded to raise them from seed
for study. At about the same time Gerard published his notable Herball
(1597)» The article consulted gives reproductions of twenty Iris wood cuts
which show that the author was well acquainted with several distinct types.
His comments on their habits and their medicinal uses are of extreme interest.
Plate 2 is a copy of his Xyris or Stinking Gladdon now known as Iris
foetidissima . The herbalist considered it almost as a cure-all (57 -page 5).
Before 1600 I. pallida Dalmatica was authentically recorded (5 -page 6]

Plate 2» The Stinking Gladdon
Thia is a copy of Gerard 1 s Xyris as
shown in his Herball and it well represents
the plant named Iris foetidissima by Linnaeus*
(-from 37 -page 5;
I

Ii
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and is still grown for the perfection of its flower form, vigor, and delicate
coloration. Perhaps the result of such general U3e of countless herbs for
strange cures prompted some to cultivate them, and in this way, many diverse
Irises became garden plants of easy culture. Doubtless they had an aesthetic
as well as a utilitarian appeal even then.
Raising Iris from seed v/as evidently a known and popular practice in
the late sixteenth century. And it is then no wonder that Parkinson de-
clared the Iris "for his excellent beautie and raritie deserveth first
place" (52 -page 9).
Although it is not my purpose here to detail the horticultural history
of the genus, nevertheless it seems well to mention briefly this phase of
the subject since it has contributed largely to our knowledge of Irises.
From the time of Charles de l'Ecluse (1601) various amateurs in western
Europe raised them from seed. Lists of named Pogoniris varieties appeared
in the early nineteenth century indicating a growing popular interest.
Lemon, a French nurseryman, catalogued many forms in years between 1840 -
1865« Then there was a marked decline in Iris popularity until the early
twentieth century (28).
The reawakened public interest can be attributed primarily to the
v?ork of two Englishmen who were engrossed with the genus. Sir Michael
Foster, Professor of Physiology at Trinity College, Cambridge, founder of
the Journal of Physiology, friend and successor of Huxley, sought relaxation
in gardening. He worked with many plant groups and, though Irises were his
favorites, the scope of his keen consideration was so broad that he was for
several years (1881 - 1902) Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society.
Somehow he found time and energy to contact numbers of missionaries and
travellers from whom he received plants and seeds of many little known

species. These he grev; with considerable success (26). He made a special
study of the bulbous forms and published a thorough paper which consists of
a preliminary discussion of the various types and a supplementary section
of botanical descriptions. These are particularly valuable since they are
based chiefly on intimate studies of the living plants he had grown in his
own gardens. His conclusions concerning their relationships are, therefore,
of some importance.
William Rickatson Dykes likewise had an enthusiastic interest in
Irises. While master of a boys' school he so devoted his free time to a
study of the genus that he became a recognized authority on the subject.
He frequently visited Foster, who did much to assist and encourage him in
the work when he began his monographic survey. Like Foster, Dykes was a
very capable gardener. He was insatiable for knowledge, persistent, patient,
and thorough. His passion for accuracy reveals itself in his writings. As
far as possible he raised all the species and forms in his own gardens.
Many of doubtful rank he investigated by raising them from self-fertilized
seed. He made innumerable cross-pollinations in his efforts to establish
affinities. Yet, despite these extreme measures, he was fully aware of the
inadequacy of his information and in many instances points to the need of
further investigation. It is indeed fortunate that such a meticulous man
wrote the Genus Iris , for it thus becomes a reliable source.
Dykes also had many other horticultural interests. At the time of his
tragic death he was engaged in a serious consideration of Tulips. He was the
author of two more popular books on Irises and of many articles for periodi-
cals. As a writer his style is especially pleasing. Though rather more
botanically inclined than Professor Foster, he did even more to awaken popu-
lar interest in the genus as a source of garden material. We may then
c
consider these two Englishmen to be the chief contributors to our growing
appreciation of Irises (4l - etc.).
It seems appropriate here to remark on the fact that these men were
not professional botanists. Anyone familiar with Irises (and botanists)
will realize that this circumstance alone enabled them to do so much. This
is true for several reasons. First, it is evident their attention was fixed
on one group in its entirety, whereas a trained botanical mind would more
likely be occupied with the complete flora of a rather limited area, or a
particular family in a selected part of its range. Secondly, their recre-
ational approach made them not only collectors, but gardeners also. In the
Iris Family the floral parts preserve very poorly on herbarium sheets and
identifications are often impossible. The successful gardener can study
the living plant in flower and fruit and make far more accurate and, there-
fore, more valuable determinations. It is also possible to grow types of
questionable rank side by side and this often reveals true relationships as
no pressed specimens could. Consequently, it is auspicious when such in-
telligent gardeners become botanists as well.
Economic Uses of Irises
A few remarks on the uses to which various Irises have been put may
be of interest. As has already been indicated, in the time of the herbalists
(from Dioscordes in the early sixth century A.D. almost to the present)
parts of Irises were used as the ingredients of many concoctions for the
curing of various ills. From very early times also, rhizomes of such differ-
ent species as I. pallida Lam. and I. tectorum Maxim, have been dried and
ground for a fine white face powder by the women of Italy and Japan re-
spectively. Even today Irises cover the hillsides about Florence where they
are still grown for the cosmetic industry. An oil is distilled from the

rhizomes for use as a fixative in perfumes. In the days of Ptolemy II. this
oil was rare and costly (54 -page 9) • In Europe Orris root fingers made
from the peeled, dried rhizomes are widely used for teething babies to chew
on (50). Beads are also made from them in large numbers. When thoroughly
dried the rhizomes gradually acquire the fragrance of Viola odorata L..
This scent reaches its height about three years after harvesting. Then they
may be used in linen closets much as Lavandula vera DC. is used (75 -page
250). Attention is also called to the fact that in times of great need
various species have been used as a source of starch by primitive men.
Hunters in Virginia were reported by Pursh to chew the pungent roots of Iris
cristata Aiton to alleviate thirst. The corm of I. sisyrinchium L. is known
as the Spanish or Barbary Nut and in early times was eaten in salads (75 -
page 25; 26 -page 17) • Once held sacred to the Virgin Mary, I. pseudacorus
L. served the more practical purpose of yielding a juice that with sulphate
of iron gave a black dye (50 -page 77) and its seeds were roasted and used
for coffee in the British Isles (75 -page 25; 80 -page 18). Our native
31ue Flag, I. versicolor L. , has an oleo-resin, Irisin, in the root system,
which has been used for diseases of the liver (50 -page 80). In conclusion,
there is one Iris which has foliage suitable for fodder. It grows where
grasses are sparse in the mountains about Kashmir, where the natives have
long used it as forage for their stock. This is I. ensata Thunb., though
erroneously described as I. pabular ia by Naudin (40). While Irises have
been used for these many purposes, there are other plants far more useful for
them all, and only when these are unavailable are Irises used. Their great-
est merit is, then, still to be found in their value as ornamental plants.
Here it is that their broad range of color, flower form, habit, and
adaptability are extremely helpful. The gardener may choose the Tall Bearded
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varieties for a showy June border or the Dwarf Bearded forms for edgings
and the rock garden. Along the margins of pools or streams he may plant
the moisture- loving I. pseudacorus L. or the gaudy Japanese hybrids with
their large drooping perianth segments. Many sections of the genus have
flowers ranging from pure white through light pink-violets to deepest
purples, with yellow, lavender, and blue tones also. Then there are many
exceptional colors such as the rich terra cotta seen in I. fulva Ker-Gawl.
(see plate 4), and the remarkable brown tones represented here in the
garden form Jean Cayeux (plate lA) . A meagre conception of the variety of
flower form and leaf habit can be gathered by studying the included drawings
which show selected types. There is the dwarf bulbous I. reticulata (plate
15) with its slender floral parts and unusual four-ribbed leaves. There are
the common Pogonirises with their typical full flowers and broad ensiform
foliage. The tall Sibirica types have reed-like leaves and smaller blossoms
And the Junos are among the strangest with their corn-like habit (see plate
11). In a small way this will indicate the marked variability within the
genus.
However, it should be emphasized that there is often noticeable homo-
geneity in any given section or group. This is brought out even more clear-
ly by such studies as Viosca 1 s (77) which show them to be ecologically con-
servative. Anderson (4 -page 5^8) notes "they are curiously unamenable to
ecological differentiation." Therefore, they do not, as species and indi-
viduals, readily adapt themselves to changed conditions. In the garden this
often results in annoying failures. In nature it may well mean the ex-
tinction of a species or a decided restriction of its range.
•
Part II.
Subdivisions of the Genus
From this descriptive background material we turn to a consideration
of the sections of the genus following the arrangement used by Dykes in his
Genus Iris
,
except in a few minor details which will be hereinafter indi-
cated. The most obvious division is based on root form. With one exception
Irises are rhizomatous or bulbous. The exception is I. sisyrinchium L.
which grows from a corm and, as previously shown, (pages 5 - much re-
sembles Moraeas . Mention must here be made of Hermodactylus which has
oddly digitate tubers and is excluded from the genus Iris though it shows
fully as many resemblances to the group as the species just mentioned (pages
2 However this may be, the rhizomatous Irises comprise about one
hundred and ten out of approximately one hundred and forty- two species.
They are again separated into eight distinct sections. Among them are two
of major importance - the Apogons or Beardless Irises and the Pogoniris or
Bearded Irises. Each of these sections is large and they are again sub-
divided into groups showing strong similarities. The Bulbous Irises may be
divided into three sections of closely related types. Among them are some
of the most fascinating and unusual Irises known. It is to the bulbou3
forms that Sir Michael Foster primarily gave his keen attention.
Hermodactylus tuberosus Salisbury
Before taking up the true Irises the few following notes on Hermo-
dactylus tuberosus Salisb. are included as a matter of record. Salisbury
founded this monotypic genus on the basis of the one-celled ovary (which, as
Dykes and Foster both pointed out occurs occasionally in some Irise3 (see
page 5)» on the peculiar rootstock, and on the partial coalescence of the
anther filments and style branch
-3, a feature it share- with I. sisyrinchium

L. and the genus Moraea (22 -pages 5 and 50). The leaves of this plant are
four-sided and have a horny point like those of I. reticulata Bieb. (22 -
page 29)* Dykes remarks on the close resemblance between the seeds of these
two plants also {19 -page 5). Not inappropriately, the flower is called
"The V/idow" in Italy because of the somber green and velvety black color-
ation. As in I. Danfordiae Boiss., of the Reticulata Section , the inner
segments are reduced to mere bristles (22 -page 29 - 30). Because it has
so many features common to the genus, Foster considered it "a somewhat
ancient Iris" (22 -page 50). His belief was strengthened by the additional
fact that two year old seedlings have a very bulb- like rootstock, since he
believed rhizomatous Irises developed from such a primitive bulbous form
as I. sisyrinchium L.
In this connection, it is of considerable interest to point out that
the distribution of these two species is very similar. The latter has the
widest range of any known Iris species and Hermodactylus is second only to
it. This plant is found from southern France, through the Riviera, Corsica,
central and southern Italy, Sicily, Dalmatia, Greece and the Grecian
Islands, and into Turkey. It is also known in Algiers and North Africa
(22 -page 74).
Finally, it has a chromosome number frequent among Irises (2n - 20).
Simonet mentions the slight resemblances between the chromosome morphology
of Hermodactylus and I. sisyrinchium L. and concludes: "II est evident que
cette simple constatation n 1 est pas suffisants pour rapprocher ces deux
plantes, mais il est toutefois interessant de constater qu 1 il existe une
certaine analogie entre garnitures chromosomiques propres a des especes
appartenent a deux genres tres voisins." (61 -page 532). It is just one
more thing the tvio genera have in common.
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Section Gynandriris (Parlatore)
Apparently because of its doubtful rank, Dykes placed I. sisyrinchium
L. last in his discussion. However, for reasons already given, many authors
have considered it a primitive type - if an Iris at all* Following Foster
(22), therefore, it is here taken up first.
In several respects this species stands alone among Irises. The anther
filaments are somewhat monodelphous as in the related genus Moraea and, like
Moraeas also, the rootstock is a corm. • But it has the definite perianth
tube of Irises.
It has a wider distribution than any other single species, which may
be an indication of great age. This is supported by the occurrence of sever-
al distinct forms some of which have at times been given specific status. It
is indigenous to Spain, Portugal, and Morocco, thence, as indicated on the
map ( 1 ), eastward along both shores of the Mediterranean, Algiers, Italy,
Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily, Malta, Tunis, Egypt, Greece and the Grecian
Islands, Palestine, Syria to Asia Minor, Persia, Baluchistan, Afghanistan,
Bokhara, and the Punjaub. However, though it may well be ancestral to the
bulbous Irises and perhaps to the Moraeas , there is no reason to believe it
ancestral to the rhizomatous types. Although both Dykes (19 -page 19) and
M. Foster (22 -page 29) mention plants that, in the first instance, develop
rhizomes, and, in the second, form tubers from a bulb-like beginning, it is
to be noted that only within the limits of the range of I. sisyrinchium L.
itself are bulbous Irises found. On the other hand, the rhizomatous Apogon
section is represented wherever Irises are known and there are many reasons
for concluding that the Beardless forms are among the oldest (19 -page 14).
The very limited areas occupied by the bulbous sections led Dykes to consider
them "relatively late developments" (19 -page 20). But other evidence which

Plate 5» Iris sisyrinchium Linnaeus
Note especially the cormose rootstock.
(-from 22 -page 2)
cI
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•
follows will tend to show that they are probably rather old. It seems
plausible that I. sisyrinchium L. and the ancestral Apogon developed from a
common stock* While the former retained many primitive features and was
quite conservative, the other stock was far more plastic and by speciating
freely save rise to the numerous representatives of the present great Apogon
section. This argument finds some support from the actual situation today.
•
In three regions (California, Louisiana, and China) there are Apogon species
that are now hybridizing to produce many new forms. But there is only a very
limited interspecific fertility among the bulbous Irises and under natural
conditions they have nowhere been known to produce many hybrids. Such con-
siderations, therefore, lead to an agreement with the views expressed by
R.C. Foster (23 -pages h and 5) • I« sisyrinchium L. should be more properly
Gynandriris Pari. And, as he points out, the entire bulbous group should
probably be separated from Iris proper, as it was formerly. The sections
comprising it are small and of limited distribution. There is the high
degree of interspecific sterility. And the chromosome numbers are compara-
tively low. This all tends to show them to be of considerable age and only
most distantly related to the rhizomatous group in an indirect way.
Simonet (61 -page ^21) gives the chromosome number 2n - 24 and remarks
on the large size of the chromosomes. As mentioned above, he also notes a
resemblance to the complex seen in Hermodactylus. V/hile this is a compara-
tively low number, lower ones are knovm in the genus. Here it seems well
to comment on the general belief that the lower the chromosome number the
more primitive is the plant, phylogenetically speaking. This may be taken
as the general rule to which there are many exceptions. Though in many
genera species seem to develop by chromosome numbers being increased, it
also happens that chromosomes are occasionally lost during maturation and

the resulting zygote, if able to develop and reproduce, may very likely
give rise to a new species - especially if aided by some degree of physio-
logical isolation which often results from the germinal change.
If, as Foster believed (22 -page 4), this plant is ancestral to the
Reticulata Irises
,
something of this nature must have occurred since Iris
reticulata Bieb. has a chromosome number of 2n - 20.
RHIZOMATOUS IRISES
SECTION APOGON (Baker )
This is the largest section of the genus and consists of about sixty
species with many forms of sub-specific rank. They are all characterized
by having the central line of the falls smooth or covered only with a
minute pubescence of unicellular hairs. As the map indicates (map 2)
t
they
occur wherever Irises are found. In the North Temperate Zone they range
from the Pacific Coast of North America in the west to China and Japan in
the east and from Alaska and Labrador, Siberia and Kamchatka in the north
to Florida and Hongkong in the south (17 -page 15). Although they out-
number in species any of the other sections, practically every species can
be separated from the others in the section by its seeds or mature capsules.
As previously noted, such features as the wide distribution, the specific-
ally distinct seeds, and the frequency of interspecific sterility (19 -
chapters 2 and 5) are taken to indicate great age for the Apogons .
Dykes separated them into several groups according to their apparent
affinities. Recently the tendency has been to increase the number and to
elevate them in importance by calling them "subsections." There are several
species in this section that show no close affinity to any of the others.
Small (71)> distinguished the few native to our southeastern states and,
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more recently, R.C. Foster rearranged all of our native North American
species. In order that the terms used should be consistent, Engler and
others formalized those used by Dykes.
Subsection 1. Sibiricae (Engler)
Here are grouped seven species from eastern Asia and the European
I. sibirica L. for which the subdivision was named. All, except I. Clarkei
Baker, have hollow stems which at once distinguishes them from other Irises.
Their capsules are trigonal and the seeds disc-shaped. The foliage is reed-
like and commonly the upper part droops. Y/ithin the subsection there is
considerable interfertility. Two of these species have long been in culti-
vation. One, I. sibirica L., is found in central Europe and Russia but
there is no authentic record of it from Siberia. The other is I. orientalis
Thunb. which grows in Manchuria, Korea, and Japan (17 -page 18). They both
have the chromosome number of 2n - 28 (61) and, as would be expected, give
fertile hybrids.
The others are all native to south-western China and all have a
diploid number of 2n - 40, (61). They are I. Delavayi Micheli, I. Wilsonii
Wright, I.Forrestii Dykes, I. chrysographes Dykes, I. Clarkei Baker, and
I. Bulleyana Dykes (17)« I» V/ilsonii Wright and I. Forrestii Dykes, have
yellow flowers. All the others have their flowers in some shade of purple.
In both I. sibirica L. and I. orientalis Thunb. white forms are known and
blue tones are frequent.
The following crosses have been successful but in these cases the
hybrids were sterile: V/ilsonii x sibirica, sibirica x V/ilsonii, sibirica x
Delavayi, sibirica x Clarkei (17 and 19) • Simonet (61 -page 327) suggests
that I. orientalis Thunb. has also been used. It seems to be the rule
among Irises for such hybrids to be intermediate between the parent types.

19.
Both I. Clarkei Baker and I. chrysographes Dykes are fertile to the pollen
of the Californian I. Douglasiana Herbert which has the same somatic number
of 2n - 40 (25). A comparable cross between I, tenax Douglas and I. V/ilsonii
i
V/right is also given by Dykes (19 -page 91) • It follows naturally that the
six Chinese species are interfertile and their close relationship is empha-
sized by the fact that their hybrids are fertile* It is evident that this
group is representative of the plasticity that has made the Apogon section
so diverse. Cytological studies of such hybrids should be worthwhile.
Subsection 2. Tenuifoliae
In this group there are three related species from central Asia.
They have short, unbranched stems, rigid and linear leaves whose bases are
persistent, and wiry roots. I. songarica Schrenk of the Spuriae seems a
link between the two subdivisions.
The species are I. tenuifolia Pallas, which ranges from the lower
Volga River region to central China, I « Bungei Maxim., Mongolia, and Iris
ventricosa Pallas, found in the valley of the Argun between Siberia and
Manchuria (17)» They are not very well known, probably because they have
proved poor garden plants.
Subsection Californicae (Engler)
These are chiefly Californian plants but a few are found in Washington
and Oregon. They share the several distinctive features that follow. The
rhizomes are slender and the roots few. Their leaves tend to be evergreen,
pink at the base, leathery, scanty, and turn a dull red when defunct (17)«
I Many of them show an extraordinary amount of variation in the color of their
flowers (19 -page 113) • All, except I» tenuis Watson, have 2n - AO somatic
chromosomes as far as they are known. As mentioned before, they form ster-
ile hybrids with the Chinese members of the Sibiricae . Like the Sibiricae

they are fertile among themselves, and seem to indicate a recent develop-
ment. The climatic changes of the last glacial period may have stimulated
mutations that have resulted in the fairly large number of species found
in this rather limited area.
The following list is taken from R.C. Foster (2^) and the chromosome
numbers given are his unless otherwise indicated. I. tenuis Watson, 2n - 28
(25 - Simonet); I. tenax Douglas, 2n - 40; I. Hartwegii Baker, 2n - 40 ?;
I. macrosiphon Torrey, 2n - 40 ?; I. chrysophylla Howell; I. tenuissima
Dykes; I. pinetorum Eastwood; I* Douglasiana Herbert, 2n - 40; I. bracteata
Watson, 2n - 40 ?; I . innominata Henderson; and I. Thampsonii R.C. Foster.
In certain instances a question mark is used to indicate the cytological
material was poor or of doubtful identity. Where no numbers are given
Foster fails to indicate definitely that counts were made, though his dis-
cussion encourages the assumption that they were and only when there \vas
room for doubt have particular species been referred to individually.
Though morphologically rather different, they are sufficiently related to
the Sibiricae to hybridize. Furthermore, both are cytologically divided
into two groups characterized by the diploid chromosome numbers 28 and 40.
Subsection 4. Prismaticae (Small
I. prismatica Pursh was formerly included in the Sibiricae but its
wiry stem is solid and its buff-colored seeds are cubical (17)» These
features are enough to separate it, in spite of a superficial resemblance.
Moreover, Simonet records the somatic chromosome number of 2n - 42 (2^)»
It is a native of eastern North America from Georgia to southern Maine and
grows on Cape Breton in Nova Scotia.
In a recent paper Simonet (65) follows previous usage by including
I. prismatica Pursh in the Sibiricae . With this R.C. Foster takes issue on

several well grounded points (22 -page Therefore, the separation is
maintained* There is need for more study concerning the relations between
the Californicae and the SibirjLcae. As mentioned above, both groups have
two chromosome series, 2n - 28 and 2n - 40. Simonet proposed the new sub-
section Chrysographes for the American and Asiatic species in the 2n - AO
series and united I, tenuis Watson (2n - 28) with I. sibirica L. and Iris
orientalis Thunb* in the Sibiricae proper, where he also placed I. prisma-
tlca Pursh (2n - 42). Foster shows rather conclusively that the Chrysogra-
phes have little in common morphologically and does not accept this inter-
pretation based so largely on like chromosome numbers. He notes that hyb-
rids between the Californicae and the Asiatic species are sterile. This is
also the case for hybrids between the Asiatic Chrysographes of Simonet and
his Sibiricae * Perhaps further study will confirm Simonet in part and
allow that I. Delavayi , I. Wilsonii , I. Forrestii , I. chrysographes , Iris
Clarkei , and I. Bui leyana should be separated from the Sibiricae to which
they show no closer relationship than do the Californicae .
Subsection 5« Chinenses (Engler )
The four following species are but little known and are rather arb-
itrarily grouped. I. Gri.jsi Maxim., grows in central China. In Korea and
China is found I. Rossii Baker. From Tokio comes I. minuta Franchet et
Savatier which is not known outside of cultivation. Its seed resemble those
of I. ruthenica Ker-Gawl., while, unlike any other Iris , white nodules are
found on its roots in the fall. Recently Simonet (65) recorded 2n - 22 for
this species. This is a new chromosome number for the Apogon section and
the idiogram is quite unlike any other. Therefore, the position given it
by Dykes is confirmed and stimulates interest in the other species grouped
with it. The last of these is I. Henryi Baker which was collected in
fi.
western Hupeh and eastern Szechuan and resembles I. minuta .
Subsection 6. Foetidissimae (Engler )
Again we have a single species I. foetidissima L. It is distinguished
from other Irises by its scarlet seed which cling to the open capsule and by
the fetid odor emitted by the bruised leaves. It ranges over western and
southern Europe and northern Africa. The flowers are commonly a dull leaden
purple though yellow forms are known. There are only a few Irises that
grow by choice in partial shade and this is one of them. Though many at-
tempts have been made, there is apparently no record of successful hybrid-
ization (19)« Yet it has the same chromosome number (2n - 40) found in
both the Sibiricae and the Californicae
,
though the complex appears entirely
different.
Subsection 7» Ruthenicae (Engler )
I. ruthenica Ker-Gawler likewise stands alone. The dwarf plants are
densely caespitose and the flower stalks are hidden in the grassy foliage.
When fresh, the seeds have a prominent white excrescence. This is the only
Iri3 whose capsule bursts when ripe and scatters the seeds with some force.
The plant ranges from Transylvania into the Altai region and east to north
China and Korea (17)» The chromosomes of this species are exceedingly
small and the somatic number 2n - 82 - 84 is a new one for the genus (65)
•
Subsection 8. Unguiculares (Engler )
I. unguicularis Poiret has a remarkably long and slender perianth
tube. Still more remarkable are the unique processes on the style branches
which make them appear to have been sprinkled with gold dust. Under the
compound microscope the processes are seen to consist of a transparent
sphere resting on a transparent cone. In the sphere are some minute part-
icles that so reflect the light as to cause the effect of gold dust. This
ri
species is found in Algiers, Greece, Asia Minor and northern Syria (17)
•
According to Simonet (61) its somatic chromosome number is 2n - 58.
Subsection 9» Spuriae (Engler )
The important characters of this group are seen in the two stigmatic
teeth and the rather trigonal capsules which have a double ridge at each
angle. Also the smooth light brown and roughly cubical seeds are each
enclosed in a papery envelope. The ensiform leaves are fetid and tough.
The various species and varieties in this section range from central
and southern Europe and northern Africa through Transylvania, Italy, the
Balkans, southern Russia, Asia Minor, Persia, Turkestan, Afghanistan, and
Kashmir to Thibet and south-western China. I. spuria L. is represented by
distinct varieties throughout this territory and the other species are often
more localized (17)»
The species, and the chromosome numbers when known are as follows:
I. spuria L. ; var. maritima Dykes, 2n - JQ; var. kashmiriana Hort., 2n - 44;
I» ochroleuca L. , 2n - 39 - 40; I. Monnieri DC; I* aurea Lindley, 2n - 40;
I. graminea L. , 2n - J>h (This species has a sweet greengage fragrance and
23.
has long been cultivated.); I. humilis Bieb. ; I. Sintenisii Janka; Iris
Farreri Dykes; I. songarica Schrenk; I, halophila Pallas (61 and 19) • There
are known to be several interspecific hybrids within this group resulting
from crosses between Monnieri
,
spuria
^
ochroleuca , and aurea. Unfortunately
cytological records are wanting. Simonet suggests that I. graminea L.
,
having the lowest chromosome number, is most primitive. He also notes that
the spuria varieties differ in their chromosome numbers (61 -page JQQ) .
More recently (65) he has found 2n - 72 for I. humilis Bieb. and sees in the
karyotype a resemblance to that of I. ruthenica Ker-Gawl. which helps in the
placement of that isolated species. Also he finds three caryologic race3
*
in I. Sintenisii Janka (2n - 16, 2n - 20, and 2n - 52). Dykes held Iris
Urumovii Velen. synonomous with I. Sintenisii Janka. But it has the haploid
number of 2n - 20 and enough morphological differences for Simonet to
consider it a good species*
Subsection 10. Laevigatae (Engler )
Recently this group has been reduced until it now contains only Iris
laevigata Fisher and I. Kaempferi , Siebold. Both are indigenous to China,
Korea, and Japan. The nomenclature of these species is greatly confused,
partly because the species here given as I. Kaempferi Siebold has been long
cultivated in Japan and the wild type is but seldom seen and scarcely re-
sembles the garden forms with their greatly enlarged and applanate flowers.
In these the petals are often as large as the sepals and doubling of the
perianth segments is common. The seeds of both are smooth and flattened.
The stems are branching and leafy. I. Kaempferi Siebold has a prominent
central ridge on the leaves lacking in the other (17) Kazao reported the
chromosome number of 2n - 52 for I. laevigata Fisher and 2n - 24 for Iris
Kaempferi Siebold (6l). Reports on the cytology of the garden forms have
not been found. They might, if available, be suggestive of the origin of
these unusual forms.
Many records of hybrids have been studied but in most cases the work
was not adequately controlled. Since most of the Apogons are very self-
fertile and readily pollinated by insects, emasculation alone is not suf-
ficient. For controlled work the flowers should be bagged after hand polli-
nation. Therefore, many of the studies made at the New York Botanical Gar-
den and reported on in Bulletins of the American Iris Society are inconclu-
sive. This is especially so in the reports of apparently viable seed so
obtained. The few reports on supposed hybrids of known parentage grown to
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the flowering stage are probably trustworthy, because in the hybrid flower,
parentage is generally revealed. Also such physiological factors as steril-
ity and aborted pollen grains are indicative of hybridity. Accordingly, the
record of I versicolor L. x I. laevigata Fisher and I. virginica L. x Iris
laevigata Fisher made by Reed and confirmed by Miss Chandler (12) may be
accepted. Again, chromosome counts would be of interest.
Subsection 11. Fseudacori (Small )
Formerly considered with the previous group, I. pseudacorus L. is now
separated. It is onaof the few Irises that actually thrives in standing
water where it makes rank growth. The flowers are a rich yellow and the
standards relatively 3mall. The light brown seeds are adapted for distribu-
tion by floating on the water. An interesting feature is seen in the dev-
elopment of the large oblong capsules that become so heavy by the time they
are nearly mature that the stalk is bent over until the pods practically
touch the water. The large stout rhizome is very tough and pinkish within.
Like I. Xaempferi Siebold, the leaves have a heavy mid-rib. Fossils are
known of this species. It is distributed throughout Europe to northern
Africa, Asia Minor, the Caucasus and possibly Siberia. It was long con-
sidered closely related to I» versicolor L. Yet only one possible hybrid
between them is known, though the cross has been often attempted (17 and
19). Simonet gives the somatic chromosome number 2n - (6l) which shows
that such a cross would naturally be extremely difficult.
Subsection 12. Hexagonae (Small )
j Plants in thi3 group aroused a high degree of interest after J.K.
Small reported on the numerous "species" of the Louisiana Delta. The many
variations described by him have since been adequately proven hybrids be-
tween the colorful I. fulva Ker-Gawler (see plate 4) and I. hexa^ona Walter

Plate k. Iris fulva Ker-Gav/ler
Figure 1. Inflorescence and foliage
2. Sepal
5. Petal
4. Capsule
5. Seeds (-from 65 -plate 588)
(


var. gigantcoerulea R.C. Foster. In a thorough ecological study of the
region Viosca (77) shows conclusively that only where the ranges of these
two types overlap (usually as a result of human changes) and where they
flower together are many color forms found. Cytological studies have corro-
borated his field work (45 and 25). I, fulva Ker-Gawler varies from yellow
to deep brick red. The other parent supplies the blue tones which combine
in countless ways to produce the beautiful hybrids that have rightly attract-
ed so much attention. These plants show some resemblance to the Spuriae .
Like them they have strongly six-ribbed capsules and bifid stigmas. Their
seeds are very corky for distribution by water. Simonet calls attention to
a resemblance in the chromosome idiograms of I. foliosa Mack, (now Iris
brevicaulis Rafinesque) and I. Carthalinae Fom. of the Spuriae and states
that Denis succeeded in hybridizing the Spuria I. aurea Lindley with Fulvala
(a hybrid of fulva x foliosa ) (65) • This needs cytological proof, however.
The species in this subsection are: I. fulva (2n - 42), I. hexagona Walter
(var. giganticoerulea, 2n - 44), and I. brevicaulis Raf. (2n - 44). They
are confined to the Mississippi Valley and the southeastern states with a
westward extension to Texas. Both Randolph (46) and Foster (25) have made
counts on several of Small's species and shown them to be obviously hybrids.
In many cases they have the intermediate diploid number 2n - 4^. Others
having 2n - 44 often possess one or two V-shaped chromosomes of which Iris
fulva alone has a pair. Even in cases where 2n - 42 hybridity is revealed
by the absence of these V-shaped elements or by the presence of but one.
They occur too frequently to be considered merely fulva variants. This is
the third group within the Apogon section to show such interfertility. The
Hexagonae
,
then, with the Californicae and the Sibiricae have remained
rather plastic.
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Subsection 15 • Ensatae (Engler)
Iris ensata Thunberg is a native of central Asia ranging from Kashmir
through China and Korea. It is distinguished by its short perianth tube and
the very long and slender six-grooved ovary. The seeds are smooth and pyri-
form. The linear, ensiform foliage is used for fodder. It shows some
affinity to the Longipetalae in these respects and in the character of the
rhizome (17)» But it is smaller and decidedly less attractive. Longley
(1928) found n - 20 which was confirmed by Simonet (61) who reported 2n - 40
for I. pabularia Naudin, a synonym for I. ensata Thunb. This is a number
found in four other Apogon groups: Sibiricae, Californicae, Foetidiasimae,
and Spuriae. But only in the first two is there cytological evidence of
relationship. Accordingly, this rather ordinary plant retains its solitary
position (65 -page 260).
Subsection 14. Tripetalae (Engler)
Two North American species compose this group. One of them, I. setosa
Pallas, is a link between American and Asiatic Iri3 species in the sense that
it ranges from northern Siberia, Japan, Sakhalin and Kamchatka to Alaska
with an isolated remnant in the form of the relict variety canadensis Foster
found from Labrador south to islands near Mt. Desert, Maine (5). This and
Iris tridentata Pursh are the only tv/o non- bulbous Irises with their petals
reduced to mere bristles (19)» Simonet reports that 2n - 58 for I. setosa
Pallas and further that crossed with I. oriental is Thunb. (2n - 28) it gives
a hybrid with a somatic number 2n - 53» This is the sum of the haploid
numbers of the parent species (63 -page 303) and relates the Tripetalae to
the Sibiricae. For the variety canadensis the chromosome complement is the
same, and Foster notes that the disrupted range of Iris 3etosa in North
America was probably due to glaciation (25). While the dwarf eastern variety

is very stable, Anderson (4) describes several varieties from Alaska and
concludes that such a small number of individuals weathered the glacial
period in the east that they became exceedingly homogeneous. On the Maine
Coast the plant is restricted to small pockets of soil on sea cliffs. Here
should be mentioned the remarkable study made by Anderson (4) which postu-
lates I» versicolor L. a hybrid of I. setosa Pallas and I. virginica L.
This concept was foreshadowed by Longley (29 -page 47) who noted that chromo-
some irregularities in I. versicolor L. were of a similar nature to those in
Irises of known hybrid origin. Finally, there is little to be added about
the rare I. tridentata Pursh except that it grows in rich, swampy, shaded
places from North Carolina into Florida.
Subsection 1^. Longipetalae (Engler )
There is much confusion as to species here. R.C. Foster gives two:
I. missouriensis Nuttall and I. longipetala Herbert. He reduces I« montana
Dykes and I. arizonica Dykes to varieties of the former. All resemble Iris
ensata Thunb. in seeds and habit but are easily distinguished by the capsule
which is full in the middle and tapers to both ends. I. longipetala grows
in coastal California from San Francisco to Monterey. I. missouriensis and
its varieties grow in the Great Basin between the Rocky Mountains and the
Cascade and Sierra Nevada ranges extending into Montana, Wyoming, the Dak-
otas, Colorada, Arizona, and California (17)« In the stigma Foster (2^)
notes a likeness to the Kexagonae and in the capsule, stem, and spathes of
I» missouriensis Nutt. he sees a resemblance to I. setosa var. canadensis
which has the same chromosome number (2n - 5Q) • Simonet reported 2n - 86 -
88 for I. longipetala Herbert (61) and Foster found 80 for rough counts.
Their small size makes exactness impossible. Simonet (6^ -page 571) also
gives 2n - 86 - 88 for I. montana Nutt. ( I. missouriensis var. pelogonu3
#
R.C. Foster) but the identity is questionable. Hybrids are known between the
two species (19 -page 125).
Subeection 16. Virginicae (Waller )
Here are the common Blue Flags of the eastern United States. They
were long included with the Laevigatae and many European authors have con-
sidered them allies of I. pseudacorus L. Only recently have the two specific
entities been satisfactorily established (4). There has been much understand-
able confusion. Where their ranges and flowering seasons overlap they
occasionally hybridize. I. virginica L. ranges throughout central and
southeastern United States and has a chromosome number of 2n - 72. I. versi-
color L. is distributed over much of the northern United States and Canada.
Its somatic number is 2n - 108, the highest in the genus (25 -page 76)
•
Mention was made of the fact that Longley (29) noted chromosomal aberrations
in this species similar to those seen in hybrids. Then Anderson produced
much evidence for the origin of I. versicolor as a hybrid of virginica and
setosa during the Pleistocene (4). I. virginica with "J2 chromosomes and
I. setosa with would give approximately the number recorded for I. versi-
color . This is logical and the mass of biometric data presented in an en-
grossing manner is rather convincing. More such investigations of species
affinities should be made.
Subsection 17* Vernae (Engler )
The Vernal Iris is a most attractive dwarf species native to the south-
eastern states in open woodlands where the soil is acid. There are two
forms with msny intermediates. The so-called Mountain Violet Iris (66) is a
rich lavender with an orange band on the center of the falls. The flower
form shows slight similarity to a dwarf Pogoniris . In foliage and rhizome
it is more like an Evansia. However, the seeds are unusual in possessing a
*
large white aril. And Simonet gives the chromosome number 2n - 42 for Iris
verna L.
,
remarking that the chromosome pattern is distinct from that in any
other Apogon.
Subsection 18. Syriacae (Engler )
In conclusion, another distinctive species is I. Grant-Duffii Baker,
Dykes noted that seedlings show at the end of the second year a decidedly
bulb-like rootstock which only subsequently forms as annulated rhizome cov-
ered with painfully sharp, strong spines from the remains of old leaf bases.
The long, narrow spathes produce a single flov/er on an equally long pedicel.
There are at least four color forms of this little known species reported
from different localities. The plant has been collected in Palestine, and
southeastern Asia Minor (17)» On the basis of a very distinctive chromosome
complex and a number new for the Apogon section (2n - 24), Simonet (65) pro-
poses to make this a new section, Dyke siana . The chromosomes are very large
and the idiogram unique. Dykes himself stressed the fact that its affinities
were very problematical. Consequently, it seems reasonable from the cytolo-
gical evidence to place it somewhat apart from the other Apogons
.
However,
until some of the other forms are better known it seems unwise, on the basis
of one chromosome number, to elevate it to sectional standing.
The occurence of so many genetically isolated types argues for the
great age of the Apogons . This is further substantiated by their wide dis-
tribution (map 2). No Apogon has ever been successfully crossed with a mem-
ber of any other section. And, though it is the largest section, it is the
only one in which all the species can be identified from one another by their
seeds alone. Such distinctions are usually slow to develop. It follows
rather naturally that they should also have the greatest range in chromosome
numbers (65 -page 242). The values for n range from 8* in a form of Iris
50.
•
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Sintenisii Janka to I» versicolor L. with the following intermediate values:
n - 10*, 11*, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, %, 4l-42*, 42, and 4>44.
The asterisk indicates that the haploid number was derived from the diploid
which alone was determined. From the foregoing it is at once apparent that
the Apogon Section is marked by great diversity. There are about eighteen
subsections. Over half of them are monotypic and so distinct that no au-
thentic hybrids between them have been recorded. Of the remaining eight
(namely the Sibiricae , Californicae , Spuriae , Laevigatae , Hexagonae , Tripe-
talae
,
Longipetalae , and Virginicae ) , not only are the interspecific hybrids
within the groups generally known and often fertile, but hybrids between
some of the subsections are not rare, though these are always sterile.
Altogether the evidence supports the claim that the Apogon Section is the
oldest.
SECTION PARDANTH0P3IS (Hance )
The single species in this section is I. dichotoma Pallas. It has
smooth sepals like the Apogons and the ephemeral flowers twist spirally
after blooming a3 in the Evansias . The stems are much branched and give the
plant its specific name. The name of the section comes from Pardanthus (or
ffelamcanda chinensis ) since the flowers of the two plants are much alike.
While in some ways it slightly resembles both Evansia3 and Apogons , it is
fundamentally very different from either of them. It ranges from Irkutsk
and Transbaikalia in eastern Siberia through Mongolia, Manchuria and north-
ern China (map 5)« Unlike most Irises, it is not strongly perennial and
tends to die out after flowering heavily (17)» The diploid number for this
species is 2n - and the karyotype shows some features seen in the Evansias
but has no resemblance to those of any other group.
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SECTION EVANSIA (Salisbury )
The crested Irises are among the most interesting of them all. Most
of them are native to the region from northwestern India to Burma, Yunnan,
Hongkong and Japan. There are two closely related American species differ-
ing from the tall branching Oriental forms by being stemless (map 2)« The
haft of the sepals has a laciniated central ridge which distinguishes them.
They are not common in cultivation and, though few attempts have been made
to cross them, some hybrids within the group are known. There is also on
record the unusual cross between a form of the Pogoniris I. pallida Lam. x
I. tectorum Maxim, made by Dykes and pictured in the Genus Iris . This un-
usual hybrid has a beard arising from the crest but the influence of the
pollen parent dominated in other respects. Needless to say, it is entirely
sterile, though it shows a relation between the two sections. Simonet
reported the cytology of a similar hybrid between I. tectorum (n - 14) and
I. pallida var. (n - 12) which had the somatic number 2n - 26 (Biological
Abstracts Vol. 9, no. 1^016)
.
The species in this section are I. japonica Thunb. (2n - ^4), var.
Aphrodite Hort. (2n - 54), which grows in moist woods in Japan and central
China. I* Milesii Foster comes from northwestern India and Yunnan and it
has the somatic number of 2n - 26. Therefore, Simonet separated it from Iris
V/attii Baker (2n - JO) which Dykes thought synonymous. I . tectorum Maxim, is
from central and southwestern China and northern Burma. It is grown on the
thatched ridges in Japan (48 -page 46). The rare and dainty I. gracilipes
A. Gray, from the cool wooded slopes of Japan, has a haploid number of 18
(6^)« I. speculatrix Hance from Hongkong and southern China is not well
known (17)» The two American species are I* cristata Aiton with 2n - J2 and
I. lacustris Nuttall with 2n - 42. I. cristata , like the Oriental species,

Plate 5» Iris gracilipes A. Gray-
Figure 1. Inflorescence and foliage (-from 20 -page 58)
2. Capsule (-from 36 -page J>k)
5» Rhizome (-from -page 5)



33.
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prefers moist, well-drained cool soils in the partial shade of rich woods.
It prefers a soil pH ranging from 6.1 - 6.9 and will tolerate a variation
of one either way. But I. lacustris prefers a pH between J»l - 7*9 and has
a tolerance range of only one pH lower. While I. cristata is found in the
southeastern and central states to Oklahoma, I. lacustris only grows in
restricted areas of Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio and Ontario on sandy or mossy
ridges free from grass. Both are dwarf but I. lacustris is considerably
smaller and shows little variation. I. cristata is said to cross with Iris
gracilipes and I. tectorum var. alba. Crosses between the latter and Pogon-
iris have already been mentioned. But there are no known hybrids between
Evansias and Apogons (23)»
SECTION ONCOCYCLUS (Siemssen)
The Oncocyclus species are rather wierd in appearance. They produce
a single flower having a relatively light ground color veined and dotted
with deeper tones. Generally the shades are very somber but I. Lortetii
Barbey is considered one of the most beautiful of all Irises. The falls and
Standards are full and rounded. While the former are creamy and closely
dotted with crimson spots with a central blotch of dark crimson, the standard
have a white or pale lavender ground finely veined with reddish-violet. The
diffuse beard is brownish (19 -page 160). Such an Iris was used for the
earliest known representation which occurs on an Egyptian bas-relief.
The fifteen or sixteen species placed here are very much alike except
for variations in color and size. They have seed with a swollen white hilum
which are nearly inseparable. Dykes expressed the belief that they were
possibly only color forms of one type and a comparatively late development
in the history of the genus. Their extremely limited distribution is in
accordance with this view. They are restricted to Asia Minor, Syria, the
3
(
Plate 6. William Kohr - A Typical Hybrid
( Pogoniri3 var. Parisiana x I. Gatesii )
(


mountainous regions south of the highest peaks of the Caucasus and western
Persia (map 4) (19). Cytological studies made since have fully confirmed
this opinion. Of ten known counts, only two are not the same and one of
these only varies by one. Dykes recognized the following species: I. parado-
xa Steven (2n - 20), I. iberica Hoffmann (2n - 20), I. Ewbankiana Foster
(2n - 20), I. acutiloba C.A. Meyer (2n - 20), I. Sari Schott (2n - 20), Iris
lupina Foster (2n - 21) (Dykes considered this a form of Sari but Sjjnonet
found the different karyotype and separated it.), I. Barnumae Foster and
3aker, I. meda Stapf, I. Gatesii Foster, I. Lortetii Barbey (2n - 20),
I. Bismarckiana Dammann, I. susiana L. (n - 10) (This species has been in
cultivation over three hundred years in Europe. Clusius published a picture
of it in 1601. Its habitat is unknown.) I. sofarana Foster (2n - 20), Iris
atropurpurea Baker (2n - 20), and I. maculata Baker (17 and 6j)*
Dykes also included I. atrofusca Baker but Simonet found 2n - 44.
This, he believes, places it more properly with the Regelias
.
However, it
is one flowered and a native of Palestine. Geographically and morphological-
ly it seems rather unlikely and should be given further consideration.
In one more way this and the sections ju3t following are quite remark-
able. The Oncocyclus species are rather easily crossed with the Regelias
and Pogonirises . The hybrids are more easily cultivated than the difficult
Oncocyclus parents. The close relationship is emphasized by the added fact
that these hybrids, while rather sterile, have been in a few cases parents
of a second generation. The Pogocyclua V/m. Mohr ( Pogoniris var. Parisiana
x I. Gatesii ) is one of these (^4). This unusual Iris has a large red-
violet flushed flower marked by a network of deeper colored veins. Unlike
I. Gatesii
, it has a stem usually bearing two heads which each produce two
flowers. And it has proven hardy in Massachusetts. The picture included
?4.

Plate 7» Ormohr - Seedling of William Mohr
(-from the 1938 catalog of Cooley' s Gardens)

Ot
/ Kleinsorge, 1937
A Wm. Mohr seedling that stands almost 40 inches tall, with giant
flowers of a uniform gray-lavender veined violet. There is a faint rosy
glow over the entire blossom. ORMOHR is not only the result of a
rare and difficult cross, but it contains a quarter Bruno blood and is
itself an abundant producer of seed when crossed. "Perhaps the

shows the flower form and venation (plate 6). Among its seedlings are such
plants as Ormohr. This was produced by fertilizing Y/m. Mohr with Pogoniris
pollen and is, therefore, only one- fourth Oncocyclus
T
theoretically . It
retains the full flower form as seen in plate 7, but the veins are no longer
obvious.
SECTION REC-ELIA (Foster )
Named for Dr. Regel of St. Petersburg, this section of the genus is
as remarkable as the preceding one which it resembles in many ways. The
seeds of the two groups are nearly identical and both have the same bright
red skin on their rhizomes. Most of them, however, have less compact rhi-
zomes which become rather stoloniferous in some species (plate 8). The
greatest difference between them is that the Regel ias always produce two
(even three at times) flowers while the Oncocyclus Irises have only one.
Also the Regelias range farther east and are confined to Russian Turkestan
and the country to the south-east (map 4). There are five species and
several color forms. I. Korolkowi Regel (2n - 44), var. concolor Foster
(2n - 44), var. atropurpurea Hort. (2n - 55)* var. venosa Foster (2n - 22),
var. violacea Foster (2n - 22); I. stolonifera Maxim. (2n - 44), var. vaga
Foster (2n - 44), var. Leichtlinii Regel (2n - 44) ( vaga and Leichtlinii
Dykes rightly considered merely forms of I. stolonifera since Simonet (6l)
shows their idiograms are nearly identical.); I. Hoogiana Dykes (2n - 44,
n - 22), var. Hort. (2n - 55) (65) • Simonet would include I. atrofusca
Baker (2n - 44) but, as mentioned before, for geographic and morphological
reasons this peculiar case needs more study. Here the base number is n - 11
and in I. Korolkowi the series of polyploid forms is notable (61). These
Irises are unusually striking as plate 8 well shows. Most beautiful of them
all is I. Hoogiana which Dykes named for the famous Dutch horticulturist.

Plate 8. Iris Korolkowi Regel
Figure 1. Inflorescence (-from A.I.S. Bui. 62, page 46)
2. Capsule (-from $6 -page ^h)
3» Rhizome (-from -page 2)



It has aristocratic flowers of a uniform grey-blue (19)« This plant is
more readily cultivated than any Qncocyclus , yet they are rarely seen here*
As previously stated, they may be rather readily crossed with both Oncocyclus
and Pogonirises to produce rather curious hybrids receiving, as a rule, one
genom from each parent (6l). In some cases it is possible to backcross
for a second generation. Obviously these three sections are rather closely
related.
SECTION PSEUDOREGELIA (Dykes )
As the name suggests, these few species are closely related to the
last group. All have curiously mottled flowers. Their rhizomes are gnarled
and compact. The seeds are similar to those of Regelias but smaller and
have a less conspicuous white collar. They come from northwestern India and
western China (map 4). All are rather small and difficult to cultivate,
Little more, therefore, is known about them. They are I. kumaonensis
Wallich, I. Hookeriana Foster, I. gonicarpa Baker, and I. sikkimensis Dykes.
SECTION PSAMMIRIS (Spach)
The situation to be described is good evidence of the need for thorough
revision of many sections of the genus. Dykes (17) included these three
species viith the Pogonirises but noted that, like the Regelias , their rhizomes
are somewhat stoloniferous, their seeds have v/hite arils, and the capsules
dehisce below the apex. Like Evansias the flowers twist spirally after their
fugitive display of vivid yellow. The beard is a rich orange in I. flavissima
Pallas. I. Bloudowii Bunge has very brown buds which open clear yellow. And
I. mandshurica Maximowicz seems intermediate. A later account places them
all in the collective species I. flavissima Pallas and notes that they show
the closest relationship to I. Potanini Maxim., I. pumila L., and I. scariosa
Willd. (58)» Strangely enough, Simonet' s cytological studies confirm both
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the relations to the Regelias and to the dwarf Pogonirises (65 -page 274).
Unfortunately, no chromosome numbers are available for the rare I. Potanini
Maxim, nor for I. scariosa Willd. However, for I. flavissima Pallas 2n - 22
as in the diploid Regelias but the idiogram resembles that of dwarf Pogoniris
species. Tentatively, then, it seems best to reinstate them to sectional
standing with the comment that cytological studies of I . Potanini Maxim, and
I. scariosa Willd. are needed to clarify the situation.
These plants range from Transylvania to Turkestan, southern Siberia,
Manchuria and northern China (map 5)* I. flavissima Pallas is often culti-
vated under the name I. arenaria Waldst. which indicates its soil preference.
It is tiny, delightfully bright, and pleasantly scented.
SECTION POGONIRIS (Baker)
At last we come to the group of Irises known to everyone. Next to the
Apogons it is the largest section and has a rather extensive range over cen-
tral and southern Europe, North Africa, through Asia Minor and Persia to
northwestern India and China (map 5) • The distribution of the species is
often confused (as, in fact, are the species themselves) because the rhizomes
are able to withstand careless handling, and they have been widely spread by
human agency until many of the putative species are no longer found growing
under undeniably natural conditions. Furthermore, there is a high degree of
interspecific fertility which has resulted in general hybridization where
species have been brought near together. However, Dykes was able to reduce
this chaos to some semblance of order by dividing the section into the groups
below.
Group 1. Pumilae
These are the dwarf European species which range from the Iberian Pen-
insula in the west, north to Austria, Hungary and southern Russia and through
57.
\


the countries bordering the Mediterranean on the north to eastern Asia Minor.
All the species in this section are characterized by a dense, linear beard of
multicellular hairs on the falls. The Pumilae are: I. pumila L. (2n - J2)
,
I. subbiflora Brotero (2n - 40) , I. pseudopumila Tineo, I. chamaeiris Berto-
lini (n - 20), I. mellita Janka, I. Reichenbachii Heuffel (2n - 24, 2n - 52),
I. attica Boiss. et Held. (2n - 16), I. balkana Janka (2n - 48-49) (17 and
65). Many of these hybridize freely and in nature the forms are very variabl
Within the Pogoniris Section the species are all more or less interfertile
and the hybrids themselves often set seed freely. However, many horticultura
tests have shown some of these complex hybrids to be highly sterile. Some-
times only the pollen is infertile and again, they may not produce good seed
if fertilized. There is often such a degree of incompatability that the
pollen tube cannot grow down the style. Many reports dealing with these
topics have been read, but it seems unnecessary to detail and specify them.
All that is needed here is an appreciation of the factors involved in sterili
ty in the genus. This discussion should be considered applicable to the en-
tire Pogoniris Section particularly, though the factors apply generally
wherever the same amount of hybridization has taken place.
Group 2. Tigridiae
38.
These two species are the dwarf members of the section found in central
and northeastern Asia from Thibet through China, Manchuria and southern Si-
beria. They are the little known I. tigridia Bunge and I. Potanini Maxim.
Ugrinsky considers the latter ancestral to I. flavissima Pallas.
Group 5* Germanicae
Within this group confusion reigns because many, if not all, have been
so long cultivated by the Mediterranean peoples that they are seldom found
growing in places known never to have been disturbed by man. However, the

Plate 9» Innocenza - A Typical Pogoniris
Figure 1. Inflorescence (-from 36 -page
2. Rhizome (-from ^6 -page
5« Capsule (-from $6 -page



following species are named: I. aphylla L. (2n - 24, 2n - 48); I. variegata
L., var. multicolor Hort. (2n - 24); I. albicans Lange (2n - 44)(47)( spread
everywhere by the Mohammedans); I. germanica L. (2n - 44)(The last is not
known wild and the name is a misnomer which has unfortunately been applied to
all the Tall Bearded Irises. It does not grow in Germany and, since it makes
leaf growth late in the fall, probably originated south of the Alps.); Iris
pallida Lamarck (2n - 24)(47), var. Princess Beatrice, cultivated for three
hundred years, (2n - 24)(46); and I. Oengialti Ambrosi. There are countless
hybrids (plates 1,9, and 14) and chromosome counts made on many of these con-
firm the nomenclatural confusion. Their distribution is about the same as fo; 1
the Pumilae (17,61, and 6^)»
Group 4. Me3opotamicae
These five species are chiefly restricted to Asia Minor and such neigh-
boring islands as Cyprus. I. Junonia Schott, I. Biliotti Foster, Iris tro.jana
Kerner (n - 24, 2n - 48)(This is often catalogued, but seldom true to name.
It is fairly hardy whereas I. cypriana Baker (2n - 46) is not.), and I. meso-
potamica Dykes ( syn. Ricardii Hort.)(2n - 46) ( 17,61, and 6^).
Group 5. Scariosae
Nearly transparent, membranous spathes distinguish this group. They ar<i
Oriental, ranging from northern Persia and Transcaucasia through Turkestan.
Ugrinsky considered I. scariosa Willdenow closely related to I. flavissima
Pallas. All are rare and little known in Europe. I. imbricate Lindley is
usually yellow. I. Alberti Regel (2n - 24) shows a rudimentary crest at times
(17 and 65).
Group 6. Kashmirianae
There are but two species representing this section in the eastern
limits of its range: I. kashmiriana Baker (2n - 44), and I. Griffithil Baker.
39.

The former is white and comes from Kashmir and the latter grows in Afghan-
istan. (17 and 65) It is at once noticeable that, unlike the large and
varied Apogon Section , the Pogonirises are rather homogeneous. They vary
most obviously in size. In all groups are many color forms. Though the
total range is fairly great, most of the species are confined to the region
about the Mediterranean. The eastward extension follows the ancient trade
routes and man may conceivably have been the cause. V/e have noted the
common interfertility and the lack of distant types. In conclusion, this
evidence seems to support Dykes who considered this group a comparatively
recent development from Apogon stock.
Earlier the interfertility of Pogonirises
,
Regelias and Oncocyclus
species v/as presented as proof of their interrelations. Later it will be
shown how Simonet believes the last two mentioned were derived from the
Pogonirises
.
Dykes also argued for this since they all have multicellular
beards and because the Regelias and Oncocyclus Irises seem to be more special
ized, less adaptable, and more restricted in range.
SECTION NEPALENSES (Lynch )
These are most unusual Irises and difficult to place properly. Refer-
ence has frequently been made to their root system which is unique in the
genus. Like the Juno
3
they have a bundle of fleshly roots but they grow
from a plate-like rhizome rather than a bulb (plate 10). In studying the
cytology of I. Collettii Hooker Simonet (65) found 2n - 28 and, although the
idiogram v/as very distinctive, saw resemblances to Apogon and Evans i
a
karyo-
type features only. The flower of ! nepalensis Don has a crinkled crest
bearing a few hairs. All in all, these Irises oddly combine the character-
istics of very diverse groups. They are restricted to a region from the
western Himalayas to Yunnan, northern Burma and Siam (map 1).

Plate 10. Iris nepalensis Don
Note the Hemerocallis-like roots, (-from 22 -page 49)
Ii


BULBOUS IRISES
Formerly the 3ulbous Irises were given generic distinction which their
peculiar specialization seems to merit. They are limited in distribution
and limited in variety. The three sections are comparatively small and
individually uniform. They will not hybridize with any rhizomatous species.
In fact, no hybrid between the bulbous sections themselves are known and
even many of the species within the sections are intersterile. As a group
they appear to represent an early development. Sir Michael Foster considered
I. reticulata Bieb. a primitive type (22). Simonet confirms this and points
to the fact that I. "inogradowii Fom., like the Apogon I. Sintenisii Janka,
has the lowest somatic complement known in Irises (2n - 16). He considers
that both major groups came from the same original stock since they share
this basic number. And he stresses the earlier stabilization of the bulbous
species seen in the narrower chromosome number range of from n - S to n - 21
only (61 and 6^)» Because of their limited geographic range Dykes (19 -page
20) suggested the possibility of a recent origin. But limited ranges can
result from other causes such as lack of ecological adaptability 30 common
in the genus or the extinction of intermediate forms due to such major hab-
itat changes as the glacial period must have brought about. Simonet, in fact
considers this limited range indicative of primitiveness (61 -page 386). Of
this group he considers the Xiphiums yougest because they have the highest
chromosome numbers and because they seem to be still in a process of active
evolution (61 -page J&l) . He states also that aneuploid hybrids with the
Juno and Xiphium sections are wholly sterile due to degenerate pollen (ibid).
Consequently, it is probable that these three sections represent a line of
development that ran parallel to the evolution of the Rhizomatous Irises.

Plate 11. Iris bucharica Foster
Figure 1. Inflorescence and foliage (-from 19 -page ^8)
2. Typical Juno bulb showing the fleshy roots
(-from 19 -page 4o)
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SECTION JUNO (Tratt)
The Juno Irises have a bulb that produces large fleshy roots. The
habit of the plant is very like that of corn with the flowers axillary
(plate 11). They have the widest distribution among the bulbous types being
found about the Mediterranean from Spain to Asia Minor and Persia and on
through Turkestan and Afghanistan into Bokhara (map 6). They have curiously
marked pollen grains. The species are I. persica L. (2n - 26) (46)(var.
stenophylla Dykes, 2n - 26), I. alata Poiret (2n - 24), I. palestina Boissier
I. Tubergeniana Foster, I. sindjarensis Boissier (2n - 22), I. Aitchisoni
Baker, I. Willmottiana Foster, I. caucasica Hoffmann (2n - 18), I. Stocks ii
Boiss., I. Fosteriana Aitchison, I. orchioides Carriere (2n - 22), Iris
bucharica Foster (2n - 22) (It is interesting to note that Dykes stressed
the likeness between orchioides and bucharica.), I. Warleyensis Foster, Iris
coerulea B. Fedtschenko, I. Rosenbachiana Regel, I. linifolia 0. Fedtschenko,
and I. drepanophylla Aitchison. For the number of species concerned, alto-
gether too little is known about them. There are several others that appear
to be merely varieties but need more study.
SECTION XIPHIUM (Dykes)
These have a typical bulb as shown in plate 12. The species are con-
fined to Spain, Portugal, Sicily and northwest Africa (map 6). There are the
following species: I. xiphioides Erhart (2n - 42) grows in Pyrenees and has
no yellow forms; I. Xiphium L. (2n - 34) lack3 a linear tubej I. juncea
Poiret (2n - 52), (plate 12); I. filifolia Boissier; and I. tingitana Boiss.
et Reut. (2n - 28). Xiphium and tingitana have produced fine hybrids. This
is the group that has given us the Spanish, Dutch and English Irises.
Wedgewood, a tingitana variety, and several of the Spanish tvpe are recularlv
forced by florists for cut flowers. As noted before, their limited range,

Plate 12. Iria juncea Poiret
Figure 1. Inflorescence and foliage (-from 19 -page 7^0
2. Typical Xiphium bulb showing offsets
(-from 3& -page 2)
c(


relatively high chromosome numbers, and interfertility pronounce them the
latest development among the Bulbous Irises.
SECTION RETICULATA (Foster)
Finally come the smallest of all Irises. They get their name from the
netted coats of the bulbs (plate 15) • The stems are short and bear a single
flower. All but I. Bakeriana have four-ribbed leaves. This has eight and
when crossed with I. reticulata produces hybrids with six-ribbed foliage.
They are restricted to Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine, Mesopotamia and Trans-
caucasia to Turkestan. The following species are recognized, some having
several forms: I. reticulata Bieberstein (2n - 20), I. histrio Reichenbach,
I. histrioides Dykes (2n - 17)(46), I. Vartani Foster, I. Danfordiae Boiss.,
I. Bakeriana Foster, I. Kolpakowskiana Regel, I. Winkleri Regel, and Iris
Winogradowii Fom. (2n - 16). Several of them are exceedingly rare and little
known. Many forms of I. reticulata have been cultivated and, as indicated,
some hybrids are known.
This completes a summary of the various sections of the genus. An
attempt has been made to emphasize their outstanding characteristics and
relationships. The section to follow will bring the salient items together
and briefly summarize the elements relating them.
\
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Plate 15« Iris reticulata Bieberstein
Figure 1. Inflorescence and foliage (-from 19 -page 26)
2. Bulb showing reticulated coat (-from ibid.)



Part III.
Summary and Conclusions
44.
Since the evidence for relations among the various subdivisions has
largely been presented in the discussion of the species it will be necessary
to review it only in a broad way. Some repetition cannot be avoided in bring-
ing together scattered points to formulate a clarified and unified summary,
however.
As now delimited, the genus Iris contains a large and diverse group
of rhizomatous types and a considerably smaller group of bulbous species.
No hybrids between these major divisions are known. Both show considerable
specialization along different lines. The restricted distribution of bulbous
Irises, together with their lesser variety, suggests a more stable germ-plasm.
This is supported by a narrow range in their chromosome numbers. Moreover,
this conservatism upholds the opinion of Foster (22) and Simonet (61) that
they were an early development. The evidence indicates an early split in
ancestral Irid stock which initiated these subsequently specialized groups.
The lowest diploid number among Irises is 2n - 16 in a Pogoniris
species and a Reticulata . Simonet considers this evidence for his contention
of common origin. Also he draws attention to the fact that the apparent
center of Iris distribution was the region about the eastern end of the
Mediterranean from Greece to the Caucasus (map 7)» Even today most sections
of the genus are represented there. From that area the more aggressive
Apogons were able to spread and encircle the earth. Being much more plastic,
they produced variants from which such other forms as the Pogoniris de-
veloped. But the bulbous progenitor was less adaptive and less variable.
The Irid stock gave off these two main 3hoots. One became strong and
freely proliferating while the other remained slender and but little

branched. In many instances the actual origin of a branch is obscure, but
the general plan indicated by the available evidence will be described.
Taking the least complicated first, two of the branches it bears
support the Reticulata and Xiphium sections. Previous discussion has shown
that the Xiphium Section with its greater interspecific fertility, greater
variability, and higher chromosome numbers is probably an offshoot of the
former. In addition, much has been noted that relates Gynandriris to the
Reticulatas. Foster (22) believed it to be a generalized, ancestral Irid.
Its distribution and low chromosome number support his opinion. But it also
shows marked affinities to the genus Moraea. Therefore, it is diagrammed as
an early offshoot from the Reticulata stock from which the South African
Moraeas were likewise derived. Another unusual type that fits into this
scheme is Hermodactylus . The structural features it shares with both the
Reticulata and Gynandriris have already been stressed. Like the latter, it
is a lower branch on this stem.
There remains the more complicated and tangled branching system of the
rhizomatou8 Iris stem. While the ancestral Apogon was still very generalized
it threw off two branches. One of these gave rise to the existing Apogons
rather directly. This is assumed because of the fact that among the Apogons
we now find many species sufficiently distinct to be considered subsections.
Of eighteen Apogon subsections, ten are monotypic and, consequently, old
species whose intermediate links with others in the section have slowly
become extinct over a long period of time. None of these have been success-
fully hybridized. But the other eight sections are still more or less plastic.
Indeed, three groups are rather freely speciating at present. The Hexagonae,
Oallfornicae , and Chrysographes (i.e., the species of Dykes* Sibiricae having
the somatic number 2n - kO which are as follows: I. Delavayi , I. Wllsonli
,

I. Forrestii , I. chrysographes , and I. Bui leyana. ) represent the most fluid
Iris germ-plasm. But, since the emphasis here is on the relationships be-
tween the sections themselves, these minor groups are merely mentioned to
indicate definite trends.
The other branch from the Apogon stock is the one that is most con-
fusing. Nepalenses Irises oddly combine the characteristics of several
sections. Their sepals have a crinkled crest (Evansia) with a few hairs
( Pogoniris ) . A plate-like rhizome produces fleshy roots like those on a Juno
bulb. Like a Juno also, the standards spread horizontally (22 -page 50).
But in the karyotype Simonet saw only Apogon and Evansia features. Therefore
it is considered the first branch and the one from which the more specialized
Junos early budded. This separation of the bulbous Junos from the Reticulata
group seems justified since there are no resemblances between them as strong
as the ones just enumerated. It is altogether plausible that these distinct
bulbous groups had different origins. That the Juno bulb should have de-
veloped from such a crown bud as is found in the Nepalenses Irises is more
understandable when all other features are considered, than that two types as
morphologically unlike as the Junos and Reticulatas should be so related.
Somewhat later the unique Pardanthopsis section, showing only Apogon
and Evansia features, developed as another side-shoot. We have no way of
knowing how many intermediate stages may have linked these various groups.
Undoubtedly there were many that temporarily bridged the gaps and made possi-
ble the existence of living forms. But the few that remain must be fitted
into the plan, as best they can, by their mutual likenesses.
In the one or two known hybrids between Pogoniris and Evansia we have
good evidence of a closer existing relationship between them than between
either of them and any Apogon . Because in several ways the Evansias more
46.

range from northwestern India to Japan, with two species in the United States
where there are no Bearded Irises. So today their ranges barely overlap,
a
but this may be^fairly recent situation. And it is clear that in this
country the Crested Irises have been derived from the Apogona in some fashion
AI30, the American Apogon Iris verna L.
,
superficially resembles both Iris
cr istat
a
Ait. and dwarf Pogonirises , but it lacks either crest or beard.
The American Evansia I. cristata has been crossed with the Oriental I * tec-
torum Maxim, and hybrids between the latter and Pogonirises demonstrate like
nearly resemble Apogons and because they are less specialized, they probably
developed first. That Pogonirises came rather directly from them is sug-
gested by the existence of hybrids between them. On the other hand, Pogon-
irises range from northwestern India to western Europe while the Evansias
germinal constituents.
The remaining relationships are somewhat more clearly revealed. The
cytological affinities of Psammiris for both the Pogonirises and the Regelias
were given in some detail before (page $8) • All evidence indicates their
separation from Pogoniris stock. The Regelias in turn seem closely related
and, in all probability, arose from the same group of Pogonirises to become
rather more specialized. The poorly known Pseuderegelias doubtless were
isolated from the Regelia3 long enough ago to evolve certain distinctive
features. In several respects the Oncocyclus Irises are highly specialized
Regelias also. Both sections have species easily crossed with Pogonirises
and the hybrids can occasionally be induced to set seed. The Regelias have
a common base number of n - 11 and the Oncocyclus have n - 10. Although
they have a lower number, the latter seem more specialized and more homo-
geneous. While diploid, triploid, and tetraploid Regelias are known, all
Oncocyclus counts are diploids with 2n - 20. Because of their specialization
47.

they suggest Regelia segregates rather than direct Pogoniris developments.
The included diagram indicates these conclusions based on the evidence
given. Some features follow those suggested by Simonet (65 -page 242) in
his graphic portrayal of relationships. But there are some differences of
opinion expressed.
The evidence presented is of many kind3. The least valid is that based
on geographic distribution, because we have no way of discovering how this
has changed from age to age. Morphological evidence is the foundation of
taxonomy, and is important except when parallel evolution confuses the issue
or in borderline cases such as Gynandriris . Ecological studies are few, but
these few are helpful indicators of qualities which influence evolutionary
trends. They indicate the colonial habit of Irises and their lack of ecolo-
gical variability. Once adapted to a particular habitat, they do not readily
readjust. Therefore, local differences in soils and exposure prove real
barriers to the natural spread of Iris species, at be3t poorly adapted for
wide dissemination. The most vigorous rhizomatous species gradually widen
their territory asexually as the clones enlarge. But this is a slow process
and Irises cannot compete with grasses and other aggresseve herbs.
There have been many studies made among the garden Pogoniris forms to
indicate their usefulness for breeding purposes. This is a group of highly
complex hybrids, and studies have revealed varying degrees of pollen ste-
rility and of sterility to pollen of known potency. These forms are so
readily propagated asexually that they may exist indefinitely, though many
never reproduce by seed. On the other hand, seed from such plants will
produce unpredictable results. There are Tall Bearded species with the base
number n - 12. Diploid and tetraploid species are known. Various combinations
have produced triploids and pentaploids. Of some interest is the fact that
48,
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Plate 14. Jean Cayeux
Unusual color in a Pogoniris hybrid.

Jean
Cayeux
Cayeux
1931
Gar

with an increase in chromosome number goes an increase in size for these
polyploids. Magnifica, a pentaploid (2n - 60), was formerly one of the
largest known varieties (61).
Curiously enough, in this same section are dwarf species with the base
number of n - 10, which are natural tetraploids (2n - 40). The number of
chromosomes alone does not govern size.
To get back to the problem of sectional relationships, such hybrids
as those between the different sections are more to the point. The first
generation hybrids show a blending of parental characteristics. Mendelian
dominance is seldom seen. Since the hybrids are very sterile, a second
generation is usually impossible. But the original intersectional cross is
sufficient to verify a relationship.
The development of cytological techniques has made it possible to
investigate further both species and hybrids. Cytology has often confirmed
the taxonomic decisions, but it has also modified them and shown intimate
agreement or disagreement in karyotype pattern. An idiogram is non-variable
in a species that will generally show some variation in its best taxonomic
characters. Hybridity is revealed to the cytologist by chromosome irregu-
larities when a taxonomist sees what appears to be a good species (29).
But the student of evolution must be concerned with all available evidence,
for each source may contribute to a better understanding of the complexity
of the problems involved.
The chart gives an outline of the relationships as seen from a study
of the literature. It is far from satisfactory but the main trends seem
correct. It is obvious that Gynandriris is no more a true Iris than Hermo-
dactylus
. Though much closer, the Reticulata and Xiphium sections have had
a long history of their own and should perhaps be separated. The remaining

••
Diagram of Iris Phylogeny
(


sections have more in common and we conclude that they were derived from one
main line somewhat as shown in the preceding diagram.
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Abstract
It has been my purpose to establish the evolutionary relationships
among the sections of the genus Iris in so far as possible from a review
of the literature pertaining to the question. The introductory part con-
siders the botanical position of the genus in the Iris Family and describes
in some detail the structural characteristics of Irises. This is followed
by an historical account of the genus with some mention of the men who have
contributed chiefly to our knowledge of these plants. A brief statement of
the various economic uses of Irises follows.
The second part of the paper gives in some detail the features of each
section of the genus and includes lists of their species. Chromosome num-
bers, distribution, hybridization, and all other available evidence of
affinities is given in connection with the discussion of these subdivisions.
I
Maps shov/ing the approximate ranges of these groups supplement the des-
criptive matter. A set of plates has been provided which shows selected
types representative of the variety to be found among Irises. An effort
has been made to make this part full and complete, although it was necessary
to sacrifice reading quality in so doing. However, the continous emphasis
on relations throughout makes the final summary more graphic. Having in
mind many sectional characteristics, the reader will find it easier to
visualize the situation as a whole.
Therefore, the final part briefly brings together the outstanding
points and presents the conclusions in a rather abbreviated form. The
evidence has been presented fully in the second part where it may be readily
! referred to with little trouble. The chart gives an outline of Iris evo-
lution and can be considered a succinct resume of this paper.
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